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MIRROR
A senses-ravishing odyssey through 
the halls of time and memory, Andrei 
Tarkovsky’s sublime reflection on 
twentieth-century Russian history is 
as much a poem composed in images, 
or a hypnagogic hallucination, as it is 
a work of cinema. In a richly textured 
collage of varying film stocks and 
newsreel footage, the recollections 
of a dying poet flash before our eyes, 
his dreams mingling with scenes of 
childhood, wartime, and marriage, all 
imbued with the mystical power of a 
trance. Largely dismissed by Soviet 
critics on its release because of its 
elusive narrative structure, Mirror has 
since taken its place as one of the 
director’s most renowned and 
influential works, a stunning personal 
statement from an artist transmitting 
his innermost thoughts and feelings 
directly from psyche to screen.
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ANDREI TARKOVSKY
Son of poet and translator Arseny 
Tarkovsky and proofreader Maria Ivanovna 
Vishnyakova, Andrei Tarkovsky was 
born on April 4, 1932. He would grow up 
to become one of cinema’s great poets. 
Marked by the trauma of the departure of 
his father, who left the family in 1937, he 
spent his childhood with his mother in 
Moscow as well as in Yuryevets, the home 
of his maternal grandmother. Abandoning 
studies in Arabic and geology, Tarkovsky 
applied to the prestigious Soviet film 
school VGIK. His student thesis film, 
The Steamroller and the Violin, about a 
talented young violinist who befriends the 
driver of a steamroller, earned the young 
Tarkovsky his diploma as well as first prize 
at the 1961 New York Student Film Festival.
Through herculean and sometimes manic 
effort, Tarkovsky went on to make seven 
narrative features before he died at the 
age of fifty-four. His first opportunity 
to direct a feature came in 1961, when 
another filmmaker had to abandon a 
project named Ivan’s Childhood. Tarkovsky 
shaped the film into an apocalyptic vision 
of childhood torn apart by war. The film 
was an international success and won 
the Golden Lion at the 1962 Venice Film 
Festival. While Tarkovsky was shooting 
Ivan’s Childhood, a conversation he had 
with his cowriter, fellow VGIK alumnus 
Andrei Konchalovsky, led to his next 

film: a sprawling meditation on the life of 
medieval Russian painter Andrei Rublev. 
After extended battles over script approval, 
budget, and censorship, Tarkovsky was able 
to have the film screened once in 1966, but 
a wider release was delayed for years as 
Tarkovsky fought further cuts.

With Andrei Rublev unreleased, and an 
autobiographical screenplay (whose title, 
Bright, Bright Day, was taken from one of 
his father’s poems) rejected by the state, 
Tarkovsky decided to adapt Polish writer 
Stanislaw Lem’s Solaris, a philosophically 
tinged science-fiction novel about a 
sentient planet. Tarkovsky’s adaptation 
turned the material into an extended 
meditation on moral consequences, 
spirituality, and death. While Lem 
felt it strayed too far from his original 
conception, the film was a great success 
and won the Grand Prix Spécial du Jury 
at Cannes in 1972. Tarkovsky returned 
to his previously rejected screenplay, 
which would become his next film, 1975’s 
Mirror. Nonlinear, enigmatic, and at times 
opaque, the film would be Tarkovsky’s 
most personal. (As he wrote in his diaries, 
“In cinema only the author’s intimate 
truth will be convincing enough for the 
audience to accept.”) Following Mirror, 
Tarkovsky began adapting a sci-fi novel by 
the brothers Arkady and Boris Strugatsky, 

Roadside Picnic. After various technical 
difficulties, personnel changes, and  
halts in production, Stalker was finally 
released in 1979. It would be Tarkovsky’s 
last film produced in the Soviet Union.

Traveling to Italy in 1979 and 1980, 
Tarkovsky made a documentary called 
Voyage in Time with renowned screenwriter 
Tonino Guerra. Returning in 1982, 
Tarkovsky again collaborated with Guerra 
to make Nostalghia, a surreal film about 
an expatriate Russian writer traveling in 
Italy. Finished in 1983, it went on to show 
at Cannes, where Tarkovsky won best 
director (in a tie with Robert Bresson 
for L’argent), though the film’s chance 
at the Palme d’Or was sabotaged by 
Soviet officials. Tarkovsky announced his 
defection from the USSR in 1984. While 
his religious beliefs informed his work 
throughout his life, his last film, 1986’s 
The Sacrifice, would be his most explicitly 
spiritual, antimaterialist work. Made in 
Sweden, starring Erland Josephson, and 
shot by Sven Nykvist, the film was also a 
success at Cannes, where it won a number 
of prizes, including the Grand Prix.

Growing increasingly ill, Andrei Tarkovsky 
received a terminal lung cancer diagnosis 
in 1985. He went to Paris for treatment and 
died there on December 29, 1986. •

FILMOGRAPHY
1956 The Killers (short)

1959 There Will Be No Leave Today (short) 

1961 The Steamroller and the Violin (short) 

1962 Ivan’s Childhood 

1966 Andrei Rublev 

1972 Solaris 

1975 Mirror 

1979 Stalker 

1983 Nostalghia 

1983 Voyage in Time  
 (documentary, codirected with Tonino Guerra)

1986 The Sacrifice



PRODUCTION HISTORY
When Russian director Andrei Tarkovsky began working on Mirror in 
1968, he was effectively forging a new, ambitious phase of an already 
bold career. Although his first two features, Ivan’s Childhood (1962) 
and Andrei Rublev (1966), depicted, in largely linear fashion, historical 
epochs and figures (the Second World War and the medieval Russian 
painter, respectively), Mirror was intended as an exceedingly 
autobiographical and challenging work. The nature of the project 
would come through not only in the film’s content, which drew on 
events from Tarkovsky’s life, but also in an experimental structure 
weaving together memories, dreams, and actual occurrences with 
associative rather than cause-and-effect connections, all in the effort 
to evoke the vagaries of subjective consciousness.

From idea to realization, Mirror became one of Tarkovsky’s thorniest 
productions. The director first conceived of Mirror in 1964, during 
the production of Andrei Rublev, when he wrote several episodes 
(published in 1970 as the short story “A White, White Day”).  
In the meantime, he and Alexander Misharin used those episodes 
as the basis of a first screenplay draft, Confession, the blueprint 
for what would eventually become Mirror. Yet seven more years 
would pass before Tarkovsky was able to complete the film and 
see it released into theaters. An increasingly repressive Soviet film 
industry caused the delay: when, in the early to mid-1960s, Tarkovsky 
shot Ivan’s Childhood and Andrei Rublev, Russia was in the midst 
of the “Khrushchev thaw,” a period of relative social and political 
permissiveness that included relaxed censorship and creative 
encouragement from the state’s film committee, Goskino. By the 
end of the sixties, however, this period was drawing to a close, and 
Goskino unsurprisingly rejected the highly oblique Confession script.

Even former collaborators were turning their backs on Tarkovsky. 
Vadim Yusov, the brilliant cinematographer who had worked with 
Tarkovsky starting with his 1961 student film The Steamroller and the 
Violin, balked at the script, especially its plan for a hidden camera to 
record responses that Tarkovsky’s real-life mother would provide 
to questions presented as familial research. Yusov was replaced 
by Georgy Rerberg, the cinematographer who had worked with 
Tarkovsky’s former artistic collaborator Andrei Konchalovsky; the 
hidden-camera scenes were ultimately jettisoned.

From 1969 to the early seventies, Tarkovsky shot Solaris (1972), 
a philosophical and dreamlike science-fiction epic adapted from 
Stanislaw Lem’s novel. But he still wanted to direct Mirror, and 
in 1973 he finally received approval from Goskino’s new head 
administrator, Filipp Ermash, to film an updated version of 
Confession. During preproduction, the script passed through more 
than two dozen drafts, and accounts from Tarkovsky and Misharin 
differ as to which of those contained narrative components such 
as reenacted sequences of Tarkovsky’s childhood and historical 
overviews of the Stalinist era as represented by newsreel footage. 
Additionally, and in accordance with his distaste for “fixed scripts,” 
Tarkovsky revised the screenplay during the shooting and in so doing 
dramatically amplified Mirror’s intricate structure. When Margarita 



TRIVIA
Solaris contains a line of dialogue—“We need a mirror”—
that doubles as a reference to the long-gestating 
Mirror project.

Mirror’s soundtrack includes selections from Johann 
Sebastian Bach’s Johannes-Passion, Orgelbüchlein, and 
Matthäuspassion. Portions of Henry Purcell’s The Indian 
Queen and Giovanni Battista Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater 
are also used.

Innokenty Smoktunovsky provided the voice for the adult 
Alexei, who is never depicted on-screen.

Margarita Terekhova did not wear makeup for the 
film in accordance with Tarkovsky’s desire for a 
realistic aesthetic.

Alla Demidova and Swedish actress Bibi Andersson were 
originally considered for the role of Maria.

Tarkovsky’s father, the poet Arseny Tarkovsky, performs 
the role of Mirror’s unseen narrator, reciting several of 
his own works.

A poster of Tarkovsky’s Andrei Rublev appears in a scene.

Liza (Alla Demidova), Maria’s colleague at the printing 
press, recites the opening line of Dante’s Divine Comedy: 
“In the middle of life’s journey I found myself within a 
dark wood where the straight way was lost.” Mirror also 
references Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s Demons and Anton 
Chekhov’s short story “Ward Number Six.”

Tarkovsky intended Mirror’s winter scenes to resemble 
Dutch painter Pieter Brueghel’s Winter Landscape with 
a Bird Trap and The Hunters in the Snow. Breughel’s 
paintings are shown in detail in Solaris.

Tarkovsky’s second wife (and current wife during the 
filming of Mirror), Larisa Tarkovskaya, appears in the 
role of Nadezha. Her daughter (and Tarkovsky’s step-
daughter) Olga Kizilova appears in the uncredited role of 
the young red-haired girl.

CAST
Young Maria/Masha/Maroussia, Alexei’s mother, and Natalia, 
Alexei’s wife—Margarita Terekhova

Young Alexei—Filipp Yankovsky

Alexei’s father—Oleg Yankovsky 

Adolescent Alexei and Ignat, Alexei’s son—Ignat Daniltsev

Elderly Maria—Maria Tarkovskaya 
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Terekhova proved revelatory as Maria, the mother of young 
Tarkovsky surrogate Alexei, the director wrote new scenes for the 
actress as an entirely new character, the adult Alexei’s wife, Natalia, 
portrayed in the present.

Mirror’s difficulties continued beyond production. Goskino had 
miraculously approved Tarkovsky and Misharin’s script, but once 
the film was completed in 1975, state officials effectively washed 
their hands of it, offering little national or international support in 
distributing such an unusual feature. In a journal entry on March 2, 
1975, Tarkovsky vented his frustrations: “Why did Ermash not let 
Mirror go to Cannes? . . . Why am I not told about invitations from 
foreign firms to make films? . . . Why is Mirror not being distributed?” 

Technically, Mirror was distributed, but in an extremely limited 
way: after refusing to provide a premiere for the latest work by the 
country’s most acclaimed director, Goskino dumped Mirror for 
“second category release” in only a handful of provincial theaters, 
where, nevertheless, it found an enthusiastic reception from 
filmgoers. (Tarkovsky would quote these viewers’ reactions to the 
film at the beginning of his filmmaking manifesto Sculpting in Time.) 
And Goskino’s decision to bar Mirror from competing at the Cannes 
Film Festival would have lasting repercussions, with Tarkovsky 
announcing in retaliation that he would never again work in the 
Soviet film industry. While Tarkovsky remained in the USSR to 
direct 1979’s Stalker, Mirror marked the beginning of an acrimonious 
divorce from his native land—he produced his final two films 
abroad. Nonetheless, despite the enormous obstacles that stood in 
the way of its creation and exhibition, Mirror stands as perhaps the 
most extraordinary triumph of Tarkovsky’s short yet remarkable 
career, fashioning an originally lyrical and oneiric style to express 
intimate ruminations about family, history, creation, memory,  
and time. •
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